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ABSTRACT:   

 
Web applications these days have increased dependency extending from people to large 
organizations. Along with the web-based application market growing fast, the data that is being 
communicated through the network is not secure.  Attackers aim to attack a website or internet server 
by means of web application queries. Queries are created with the help of properly defined strings 
and parameters. These are registered in the web server log file. The proposed methodology identifies 
the basic web application security faults by investigating log records from the web server on Hadoop 
system. By investigating each record of server log file, the proposed technique recognizes the SQL 
Injection and Cross Site Scripting (XSS) attacks using Regular Expressions and Pattern Matching 
algorithms. The Regular Expressions are formed for each pattern of attacks using corresponding 
string characteristics of the attack. The Pattern list consists of an Anomaly Pattern list that is 
preserved for each attack. Then Pattern matcher matches, the server log entries to the Anomaly 
Pattern List. If the server logs pattern is accurately matched with any of the saved patterns in the 
Anomaly Pattern List then it is said that the Query gets affected by either SQL Injection or Cross 
Site Scripting attacks.  
 

Keywords: Web application, Malicious, SQL Injection, Cross Site Scripting (XSS), Server log file, 
Hadoop framework 
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[1] INTRODUCTION 

Web applications which have been created for various purposes have observed a huge growth 

over the internet. Customers can have interaction through an interface that web applications 

offer.The fast progress in the deployment of web enabled applications has made more unpredictable, 

appropriated IT frameworks that are harder to secure. For over 10 years, firms had been mostly 

based on safety features at the fringe of the network, consisting of firewalls, with a specific end goal 

to safeguard IT infrastructures. Still, attackers are concentrating on the security faults in the outline 

of web applications, for example injection attacks, conventional network security protection can 

also now not be adequate to defend applications from such threats [4].     

 

    1.1 Hadoop Framework 

Apache Hadoop is used for storage and handling of huge data sets on clusters of commodity 

hardware. The framework is open source software that empowers applications to work with many 

computationally autonomous computers and with petabytes of data. Hadoop expands the storage 

space and the processing power by joining many PCs into one. Distributed Storage and Distributed 

processing are the key components of Hadoop. Distributed Storage is specified by the Hadoop 

Distributed File System (HDFS) and Distributed Processing is specified with the Map Reduce 

concept. A Hadoop cluster comprises of a one master and many worker nodes also called as slaves. 

[6]. 

    

 
Figure: 1.1 Hadoop Architecture 

 

In Figure 1.1 the master node includes a Job Tracker, Task Tracker, Name Node and Data 

Node. The slave node includes Task Tracker and Data Node. Map reduce jobs are accomplished by 

Job Tracker and Task Trackers. In Hadoop framework, Name nodes and Data nodes come under 

HDFS which is a scalable, distributed and portable file system that is inscribed in Java. Files are 
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separated into big blocks and are dispersed over the Hadoop clusters that consist of master and slave 

nodes. In order to control disasters, blocks may be replicated with the aid of suitable replication 

factors. A Name Node plays diverse file operations such as open, rename, close and many others. 

The other feature of Name Node is block replication. Data Nodes run operations, which include read 

and write that file system users require. A file is separated into more than a block, this is spared in 

a Data Node and HDFS decides mapping among Data Nodes and blocks. MapReduce is a processing 

technique for effortlessly composing applications which process massive data (for example, multi-

terabyte datasets). It offers distributed computing in a consistent, fault tolerant way [3]. 

 

 

    1.2 Web Application Attacks 

According to Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP), the maximum familiar and 

deadly attack is a code injection attack when referred to the best ten web application vulnerabilities. 

End users give input to the web applications through text boxes as username, password, and address. 

This information is placed in the database. Attackers with a specific end goal to perform injection 

attacks, they embed SQL (Structured Query Language) query or script. Web browsers consider these 

queries as a part of the code and execute them, which perform unusually as anticipated by the hacker. 

Here we are considering two attacks, to be specific SQL Injection and Cross Site Scripting. 

   

    1.2.1 SQL Injection Attack 

The method of injecting code into the query to modify a database query string is called SQLI 

(Structured Query Language Injection). The SQLI exploits a probable vulnerability using 

invalidated data to execute queries. SQLI's are nevertheless one of the most generally used website 

exploits and is used to doubtlessly gain access for entry to the database tables which include 

consumer password data. These sorts of attacks are especially common on organization and e-trade 

web sites where hackers assume huge databases to be present [1]. 

1.2.1.1 Types of SQL Injection Attacks 

a) Logically Incorrect Queries 

This is defined by injecting a malicious SQL query. The main aim of this attack is to collect the 

structure and information of an application. 

Query1: SELECT * FROM stud WHERE uid=‘1111‘AND passwrd=‘3456’ AND 

CONVERT (char, no) --; 

b) Union Queries 

Union queries perform union between at least two SQL statements by utilizing the  “Union” 

operator. This attack by use of the “Union” operator combines malicious queries and a typical SQL 

query. 

Query 2: SELECT * FROM WHERE stud uid=’1111’ UNION  

SELECT * FROM owner WHERE uid=’admin1’--'AND passwrd= ‘1345; 

In the above query all the successive strings after -- are considered as comments. The     outcome 

of the query displays administrator‘s information in the database. 

c) Piggy-Backed Queries 
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The attacker embeds malicious SQL queries into a typical SQL query. This becomes     potential 

as several SQL queries are executed if the operator “;” is placed at the end of every query. Query 

3 results in deletion of the stud table. 

Query 3: SELECT * FROM stud WHERE uid=’admin1’ AND passwrd=1345; DROP TABLE 

stud;--‘; 

d) Stored Procedures 

In DBMS, users create stored procedures to store their own function that are used whenever 

required. This function is a collection of SQL queries.  

Query 4: CREATE PROCEDURE ABC @usernm varchar2,@passwd varchar2, 

AS 

EXEC("SELECT * FROM stud WHERE sid= ‘" + @usernm + "’ and passwrd= ‘" + 

@passwd+ "’); 

 

1.2.1.2 Basic steps to be followed to avoid SQL Injection 

The major source of SQL injection vulnerabilities is “inadequate input validation“. So to      prevent 

the attack, we can follow these steps 

 Use dynamic SQL queries only when it is unavoidable. 

 Apply the principle of least access when permitting database access. 

 Use appropriate privileges 

 Implement firewall  

 

     1.2.2 XSS (Cross Site Scripting) Attack 

In Cross Site Scripting (XSS the attackers inject malicious scripts into what would in    any 

other case be websites that are harmless. Because those scripts seem to come from websites that are 

most trusted, the end-users browser often executes the script, granting attackers to get access to data 

held in session tokens or cookies used by that web site [2]. XSS is generally used to help access to 

a user’s account. 

   Types of XSS Attack: 

   1.2.2.1 Stored XSS 

Stored (Persistent) XSS is considered as the most destructive form of an XSS attack. This 

attack entails a hacker inserting a script (called the payload) this is permanently stored (persisted) at 

the target software (as an example within a database).  
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Figure: 1.2.2.1 Stored XSS Attack 

The conventional example of this type of attack is that the attacker injects a script that is malicious 

as a comment in a discussion board or on a blog. When a victim visits the affected website, the XSS 

payload acts as part of the website (similar to a valid comment might) as shown in Figure 1.2.2.1. 

The victim unintentionally executes the malicious script once the website is viewed in a web 

browser.  

1.2.2.2 Reflected XSS 

In Reflected XSS, a request directed to the web server consists of assailant’s payload script 

and reflected back such that the HTTP response incorporates the payload of the HTTP request as 

shown in Figure 1.2.2.2 

.  

Figure: 1.2.2.2 Reflected XSS Attack 

By the use of Phishing emails and different social engineering strategies, the hacker captivates the 

user for making a request unintentionally to the web server that includes the malicious script. This 

leads to the script implementation that reflects back and executes in a web browser. The hacker 

desires to convey the payload to every victim as this attack isn’t persistent – social networks is used 

regularly without problems for the propagation of Reflected XSS attacks. 

Basic Defensive Measures against XSS Attack 

 XSS is a kind of code injection. The foremost defensive method is thorough and properly- 

examined santization of any and all user input. 

 Website owners have to decide from where each input path is coming to the website before 

accepting arriving data. The incoming path should be tested for any malicious activity which 

will represent code that is executable. So safety is given by using multiple filters on the 

communication pathway. 

 To test their personal websites for XSS vulnerabilities, developers need to use tools such as XSS 

Me for Firefox or domsnitch for Google Chrome. 

 Another defensive method for a website is by connecting the cookie credentials of a web 

browser to the client’s IP address.  

 

Example of XSS Attack: 
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(String)pg="<input name='creditcard' type='TEXT' value=''' + request.getParameter("CC") +'"> " 

The hacker alters the 'CC' parameter in the web page as follows: 

<script>document.Location='http://www.hacker.com/cgi-bin/cooke.cgi? 

foo='document.cookie</script>'This results in sending the victim's session ID to the hacker’s 

website, which allows the hacker to capture the victim’s current session 

 

[2] LITERATURE SURVEY 

Sailor Pratik et al. Proposed Validation Based Approach that is accountable for the query 

implementation by recording all the input strings. Analyzed them thoroughly that prevents attacks 

like Cross Site Scripting Attack, all kinds of SQL injection attacks and Tautology. The method also 

identified the category of the attack. The main drawback is false alarm that shows even the 

authorized user as an attacker if the user inputs SQL keywords as username [1]. 

Duraisamy et al. Demonstrated to filter JavaScript in server side web applications to shield 

against information leakage from the client’s environment. As attackers inject malicious code in the 

client’s browser and execute it, XSS becomes tough to identify and avoid in the web applications. 

The server side solution offered to mitigate and defend against XSS by reducing the communication 

alert prompts. To defend against XSS attacks, the server here performs like a web proxy [2]. 

Priyanka et al. demonstrated preprocessing of web logs using web intrusion detection 

mechanism. Preprocessing helps in reduction of log file size. Data cleaning, errors and 

inconsistencies are detected and removed to enhance  the quality of data. After preprocessing, 

analysis of web logs is done for attack detection [3]. 

Pooja et al. Presented the Hadoop architecture that gives a better performance than shell 

commands, when the file size is above 512MB for web log analysis. The information regarding 

HDFS, MapReduce applications like Geospatial query processing, Gridding LIDAR data and 

Programming language Pig is demonstrated [4]. 

 

Priyanka V. Patil., Dharmaraj Patil,modeled the intrusion detection system called Snort that 

is primarily a Signature based IDS (detect only known attack) usually works on a set of rules. Using 

Hadoop MapReduce the data stored in HDFS counts the number of packets that are transferred 

between a pair of nodes. Snort rules will be generated so that when the number of packets from a 

specific node exceeds a threshold number, the node will generate alerts to other nodes saying that 

there can be possibility of attack [5]. 

 

Suchita Korad et al. Proposed, a framework by the use of Hadoop main components that is 

HDFS and MapReduce for effective analysis of flooding attacks. To identify the four major flooding 

attacks (TCP-SYN, UDP and ICMP, HTTP GET) counter-based DDoS detection algorithm is 

implemented in MapReduce, comprising of the mapper and reducer functions. To know the 

performance of the Hadoop framework for live DDoS detection a testbed is deployed. Based on the 
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research, it is shown that Hadoop is capable of processing and identifying DDoS attacks in 

reasonable time [6]. 

 

Nilofar Begum et al., demonstrated that Apache Flume is used to stream huge amounts of log 

data in the Hadoop framework. This is also helpful in analyzing and visualizing of the server log 

files. This method also helped in blocking of unauthorized access to the users [7]. 

 

Savitha K and Vijaya Ms demonstrated that the use of the Hadoop framework for web log 

mining gives better results than the conventional non Hadoop approach. Preprocessing like data 

cleaning is done to eliminate inconsistent data, later session identification algorithm is applied to 

know the client session like recognition of unique clients and the number of times a web page is 

accessed [8]. 

 

This literature analysis is helpful in defining the proposed methodology, which by using 

pattern matching algorithm compares every record of the web server log files with the stored pattern 

list to detect the attack in the list. 

 

 

[3] PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  
 

Some of the web application attacks are occurring by performing web application queries. 

Queries are created by properly defined strings and parameters. The queries are registered in the 

web server log file. The proposed system is an attempt to analyze the web logs using Hadoop Map-

Reduce algorithm. This proposed method is a new approach to identify the web application attacks 

in a web server log file. 

   There are two kinds of attacks, specifically  

 SQL injection  

 Cross-site scripting.  

 

   3.1. Architecture of proposed method 

Recently, regular expressions have turned out to be more well-known than static patterns to 

scan payloads. The proposed approach employs a unique regular expression scheme and pattern 

matching algorithm. Web attacks of regular expressions are determined for each XSS and SQL 

injection attacker type which detects the specific attack pattern correspondingly. By investigating 

each record of server log file, the proposed mechanism recognizes the Cross Site Scripting (XSS) 

and SQL Injection attacks. The SQL injection attacker types are INSERT, DELETE, UNION, etc. 

The Pattern list consists of an Anomaly Pattern list that is preserved for each attack. Then Pattern 

matcher matches,  the server log entries to the Anomaly Pattern List. If the server logs pattern is 

accurately matched with any of the saved patterns in the Anomaly Pattern List then the Query is 

influenced by either SQL Injection or Cross Site Scripting attacks as shown in Figure 3.1 
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Figure 3.1 Workflow of proposed method 

 

Following are the steps involved in the proposed method with corresponding input and output 

Step1: Uploading Web Attack Logs into HDFS 

Input: Web Attack Logs Dataset 

Output: Storing web attack logs in HDFS 

The web server log file has the information regarding Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) and SQL injection 

attacks. To analyze the web attack, log data files are uploaded in HDFS. Hadoop shell commands 

are used to import data from the local system into the distributed file system as shown in Figure 

3.1.1 copyFromLocal command is employed to copy files and directory from the local file system 

to HDFS filesystem and when activated it for the first time it replicates the directory along with files 

into HDFS directory. 

 
Figure: 3.1.1 Uploading Web Attack Logs into HDFS 

 

Step2: Generation of Regular Expression for SQL Injection 

Input:  SQL injection Characteristics  

Output: SQL Injection Pattern List (Regular Expression) 

 
Figure 3.1.2 Generation of Regular Expression for SQL Injection 

SQL Injection refers to the method of injecting commands and SQL meta-characters into the web 

application input fields, so as to control the execution of the back-end SQL queries. The SQL 

injection of regular expressions is determined for each SQL Injection attack type as shown in Figure 
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3.1.2 which detects the specific attack pattern correspondingly. String characteristics of SQL 

injection patterns are given below: 

1) Consists of zero or more under-score characters or alphanumeric characters. 

2) Followed by above sequence there may be the occurrence of ubiquitous single quote or double 

quote. 

3) Consists of the word with several combinations of its uppercase/lowercase. 

4) Contains mathematical equation for making the query always true. 

 

Step3: Generation of Regular Expression for Cross Site Scripting  

Input: XSS Characteristics  

Output: Cross Site Scripting pattern List 

 
Figure 3.1.3 Generation of Regular Expression for Cross Site Scripting 

Cross Site Scripting attacks refers to the concept of inserting script tags in URLs and alluring 

unsuspecting clients to tap on them, making certain that the malicious JavaScript gets executed on 

the victim's machine. The XSS of regular expressions is determined as shown in Fig 2.1.3 for each 

XSS attack types which detects the specific attack pattern correspondingly. String characteristics of 

XSS patterns are shown below: 

1) Comprises zero or more under-score characters or alphanumeric characters. 

2) Opening < script >tag. 

3) Comprises zero or more under-score characters or alphanumeric characters. 

4) Closing < /script > tag. 

Step4: SQL Injection and XSS Attack Detection  

Input: Anomaly Pattern List and Web Attack Logs 

Output: Detection of SQL Injection and XSS attack  

The proposed approach identifies the Cross Site Scripting and SQL Injection attacks based on the 

Pattern matching algorithm. 

Step 1: Web Server Log entries are directed to the proposed Pattern Matching Algorithm.  

Step 2: The Anomaly patterns are preserved in the Pattern List, throughout the pattern 

matching   process each Regular expression pattern is matched with the stored 

Anomaly Pattern list. 

Step 3: If the Regular expression pattern is accurately matched with any of the saved patterns 

in the Anomaly Pattern List then is said that the Query is influenced by either SQL 

Injection or Cross Site Scripting attacks. 

[4] RESULTS  
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In the Figure 4.1 After loading the logs into HDFS, decode the web logs if they are encrypted. 

Regular Expression is generated for every record which is compared with the stored SQL Injection 

Patterns, if it is matched, then the record is said to be SQL injected. Similarly, if Regular Expression 

that is generated for a record matches with the XSS Pattern list, then it is said to be XSS affected. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1: Web log Analysis 

 

By analyzing web log files using the pattern matching algorithm, all the malicious records   that 

contain logically incorrect, union or piggy backed queries that come under SQL Injection can be 

detected and shown as in Figure 4.2  

Figure: 4.2 Detection of SQL injected web log queries 
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Similarly, by analyzing the web log files using pattern matching algorithm that compares the web 

log files with the stored pattern list for XSS attack detection. All the records that consist of malicious 

script tag are considered to be under XSS attack. These records are identified in the Figure 4.3 

 

 
Figure: 4.3 Detection of XSS attack injected queries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[5] CONCLUSION  

 

The proposed mechanism identifies the SQL Injection and Cross Site Scripting (XSS) attacks 

in the Web Log file. An efficient way to identify content injection attacks (XSS and SQL injection) 

is by using regular expressions and Pattern matching. This also can be extended to other attacks. 

Time efficient process for huge data sets is possible by supporting Hadoop framework that involves 

parallel processing through the MapReduce paradigm.  
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